DATA-CENTRIC AUTONOMOUS TESTING WITH
COLLABORATIVE SOLUTIONS AND TURNKEY
Delivering the Power of Data-Centric Autonomous Testing
to the Workday Ecosystem
Collaborative Solutions, A Cognizant Company, and TurnKey Solutions, a Workday Connect Partner, have partnered
together to provide Workday users a new generation of automated testing, production data validation, and production
readiness management technology called RainierAEV™ (Autonomous Enterprise Validation).
This new generation of technology further enhances the capabilities of automated testing and brings many new and
powerful features to the realm of production readiness management.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Accelerators

No Code & Machine Learning

 Pre-built tests and Workday
Data Mining

 Plain-English drag and drop
commands

 Turnkey securely test Real
Production Data

 Automatically captures HTML
elements of application

 Uses Real Data

Security Group

 Analyzes data to
maximize efficiency

Early
Adopter
Benefits

 Mines Security Group
assignments by Worker

 Reusable tests built
within minutes

Autonomous Test
Execution

 Checks for Workday
updates
 Mining and analyzing production
data

 Compares the current
security footing to prior
configurations and baselines
 Includes scanning of Separations
of Duties violations

 Updating test data sets
 Running reports and even firing up
and shutting down testing VDIs
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Additionally, automated enterprise validation delivers
the following capabilities:
 Mines actual production transactions
 Applies analytics and visualizations
 Recommends test combinations and test content proactively,
customizable based on risk profile
 Executes autonomously
 Identifies and helps fix bad production data - the source of
over 85% of all production support tickets for the average
Workday environment
 Tests Workday deployment and post-go live data
 Removes human error and delivers greater accuracy
 Enables regression testing

TESTING-AS-A-SERVICE (TAAS) EARLY ADOPTER PROGRAM
Collaborative and TurnKey offer three TaaS solutions to meet the needs of all Workday clients, both large and small
organizations. Each TaaS package contains technology and services matched to each clients’ unique environment
and budget.
For a limited-time, organizations currently leveraging Workday are invited to register for our TaaS Early Adopter Program
(EAP). Successful registrants* in the EAP can sign up for he Bronze, Silver, or Gold TaaS package at a discounted rate.
*This offer is only valid for the first 12 consecutive months following the TaaS subscription initiation. After which, the
regular TaaS package pricing will apply. To be eligible for the EAP, organizations cannot be an existing RainierAEV™
subscriber and must sign a new TaaS package subscription with Collaborative Solutions on or before December 15,
2021. Please inquire with your Collaborative Solutions’ Representative for more information on the program requirements
and offers. Total subscribers under this program are limited and the program may be withdrawn at any time

For more information about our TaaS packages or the TaaS Early Adopter Program, contact us today
at alliance@collaborativesolutions.com.
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